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GenSix Productions RENT OR BUY ON VIMEOEPISODE 1In Episode 1, Timothy Alberino and GenSix Productions travel to the High Plain (Altiplano) of Peru and Bolivia on the shores of the legendary Lake Titicaca to explore some of the most compelling evidence on the planet of fallen angels and their giant hybrid offspring in the predominate past. This feature film includes
cutting edge research that reveals and publishes, for the first time, historical documentation that proves, beyond the shadows of doubt, that colossal giants once roamed the lands of Ecuador, Peru and Bolivia; and also shows never before seen mind-blowing geoglyphs engraved on the surface of the earth and stretching for hundreds of miles over Altiplano. Join the team as they
explore the megalithic mysteries of Tiwanaku and confirm that the Incas and Spanish chroniclers were well aware of who built Puma Punku, and when. The expedition culminates in the sinister gates of Arimu Muru, where the film crew camp to determine whether this supposed ancient stargate is just a myth, or a genuine, active portal to another dimension. Don't miss this exciting
adventure! RENT OR BUY ON VIMEOEPISODE 2EOrdre prohibition secrets of the prehistoric past are connected with the upcoming events of the prophetic future? Is there a hidden hand of confiscation and concealment of artifacts related to the world before the flood of Noah and the hybrid persons who inhabited it? Are the living giants still walking on the ground today? Is the
Vatican preparing for the arrival of foreign saviors? In this fast-paced episode, Steve Quail, Timothy Alberino and Tom Horne have unveiled amazing answers to these compelling questions. This feature film is packed with explosives, including: the testimony of a pilot who engaged and transported the body of a dead giant killed by the U.S. military in the caves of Afghanistan;
evidence of a vast underworld hidden beneath the earth's surface; further proof that the megaliths belonged to pre-flood age; never before has information been disclosed about Sitchin and Anonnyaki; and the exposing of the Roman Church, and the Vatican's secret plan to resurrect the Golden Age and welcome the return of the ancient gods from the sky. From Cusco, Peru; To
Rome, Italy; Malta join Timothy Alberino and the GenSix production crew as they follow the path of a conspiracy that gives credence to the old saying... All roads lead to Rome! RENT OR BUY ON VIMEOEPISODE 3In the ancient conspiracy was quietly tumultuous beyond the hustle and bustle of the modern world. From america's mounds to megalithic ruins on the island of
Sardinia in the Mediterranean, the dried bones of dead giants are systematically separated and secreted into secret vaults for apocalyptic purposes. While the occultists try to use the secret necromance genetic engineers are working feverishly to restore the genomes of giants and resurrect the terrible race of Refaims on Earth. In this explosive episode, Steve quail, Timothy
Alberino, and Tom Horne choose the Anasazi Trail in the desert of the southwestern United States. Their groundbreaking investigation reveals a dark and gruesome mystery concerning the sudden destruction of this mysterious tribe and the concealment of gigantic proportions. What they're discovering will require a rewrite of American history! Join Timothy Alberino as he explores
the mysterious island of Sardinia in the Western Mediterranean, where the skeletal remains of giants are still extracted from tens of thousands of megalytic towers and tombs across the island, and hears stunning testimonies of those who have been hired by the government to dig them up. Find out why Sardinia was the no ground for the beleaded Canaanite giants who carried the
Promised Land before their exile by Joshua the Rogue. EXCITING ARTICLES, GENSIX NEWS AND UPDATES STRAIGHT TO YOUR INBOX! This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're okay with that, but you can opt out if you want. CookieACCEPTPrivacy and Cookies PolicyThere are not products in the basket! True Legends - Adventures in
Peru Wicked See - Exploring the Vatican's Holocaust Giants - Uncovering the Bones of Giants in Sardinia End of Time Prophecy in Enoch's Book - Gary Stearman and Ken Johnson Discuss Nephilim PP120 4 DVD Sorry! Has something gone wrong Is your network connection unstable or is the browser out of date? True Legends conferences on Facebookissa. Kirjaudu
Facebookiin, niin saat yhteyden k'ytt'j'n True Legends Conferences.True Legends Conferences on Facebookissa. Kirjaudu Facebookiin, niin saat yhteyden k'ytt'j'n True Legends Conferences. Conferences.
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